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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR ECB to push back on rate cuts, soft data expected…EUR  

USD Solid data to keep Fed hike later rather than sooner. USD supported 

JPY BoJ on hold. No hint on hikes. JPY to drift lower 

GBP PMI data looking good...GBP doing well 

 
Overnight comment – Evidence required  

On Friday, the Fed’s Daly, one of the more dovish members, noted that it was premature 
to see rate cuts round the corner and she needed more evidence that the drop in inflation 
is consistent and sustainable. This implies that the Fed not only needs to see 2.0% 
inflation, it needs to be convinced that it will remain there. Fed pricing for March currently 
sees a ~45% chance of a 25bp hike. Over the weekend the US has continued to strike 
Houthi targets but Brent crude is little changed around $78.30. De Santis has pulled out 
of the Republican nomination contest and endorsed Trump. Asian equities were mixed 
with the Hang Seng leading the declines and other Chinese indices soft as the PBoC left 
rates unchanged, while Japan continues to power ahead, with the Topix adding another 
1.4%. Long-end UST yields drifted a little lower as did the DXY index.     
 
It was a quiet start to the week in Japan ahead of tomorrow’s conclusion of the BoJ 
meeting, at which no policy change is expected. JSDA data showed that bond trading 
volumes hit a decade high in December as the BoJ slowly edges away from YCC. The 
JSDA data also showed lifers as only modest buyers of the long end. There was more 
anecdotal evidence that lifers are waiting for tighter BoJ policy (and presumably higher 
yields) before stepping up long-end purchases, with another of the major lifers suggesting 
that was indeed the case. The Cabinet office released its long-term forecasts showing 
that the goal of a zero-primary balance by FY25 will not be reached. The primary balance 
in FY25 is seen around -0.4%.The FY24 target is now -3.0% vs -0.8% in the July report, 
reflecting the sharp easing this year. The report also sees inflation just below 1% in the 
long term. USD/JPY was little changed, sitting around 148.10 as Europe opens.     
 
EU Finance Ministers continue to seek ways to channel fund effectively to Ukraine against 
the backdrop of a veto of the existing arrangement from Hungary. Dutch house prices 
and consumer confidence were less downbeat than expected. EUR/USD was little 
changed in Asian trade and sits around the 1.09 level as European trade gets 
underway. In the UK the media continue to focus on the prospect of tax cuts in the spring. 
The OBR is expected to deliver its initial forecast estimate to the Treasury to all tax 
planning to take place. The drop in interest rates is seen providing scope for lower taxes. 
We expect that Chancellor Hunt will use all the scope the forecast provides. GBP/USD 
pushed higher through Asian trade and sits around 1.2715 as Europe opens.     
                 

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

US – Leading index (%, Dec) -0.3/-0.5 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. A quiet start for data and the ECB is still in the quiet period ahead of the meeting 
on Thursday. No BoE speakers are scheduled either.     
 
US. It’s a slow start to a busy week for data, UST supply (2yrs, 5yrs and 7yrs) and 
earnings with some politics thrown in in the form of the New Hampshire primaries. Data 
on the week include GDP, personal income and spending (including the monthly PCE 
data), the flash PMI reports, durable goods and weekly jobless claims.                   

Market summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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